Erie Hall
Location
Erie Hall is located at the corner of Wyandotte Street
West and Turtle Island Walkway (previously Sunset
Avenue). The nearby buildings are Lambton Tower and
the Odette School of Business.
Main Entrance
The main entrance to Erie Hall is located on Turtle
Island Walkway. However this entrance is not
accessible.
Alternative Entrances
An accessible entrance to Erie Hall main floor can be
found at the back of the building (west side of the
building). The accessible walkway to the entrance is
located on the pedestrian pathway that connects Turtle
Island Walkway to Alastair McLeod Walkway (formerly Patricia Avenue).
*Note that if you want to access floors above the main floor at Erie Hall, it is necessary to access
through the Lambton Tower (situated adjoining to Erie Hall), as Erie Hall does not contain an
elevator.
Inaccessible entrances are also on the North side of the building and on the South side of the
building.
Elevator
Erie Hall is not equipped with an elevator.
Lambton Tower’s elevator can be used to access 2nd and 3rd floors of Erie Hall.
The elevator call buttons are raised. The interior floor buttons are raised and in braille and
located to the east of the elevator doors. Grab bars are available in the interior of the elevator.
Access to the Lambton Tower Elevator
Through the pedestrian walkway go to the accessible entrance located at the west side of the
building. The push button is located to the South of the entrance doors. Upon passing through the
double entrance doors, the elevator will be on the North side of the hallway.
Public Telephones
Main Floor:
Two public coin/card operated telephones can be found to the on the main floor. Go through the
accessible entrance and pass through the double doors and the telephones will be on right.

Washrooms
Main Floor:
Walk through the accessible entrance to the end of the hallway, turn left and follow the hallway
to the end. Upon arriving by the vending machines turn left and walk to the end of the hallway.
A male and female standard washroom will be located to the east side of the wall.
Second Floor:
A universal washroom can be found located at Lambton Tower located to the west of the
elevator.
A standard male and female washroom can be found at Erie Hall. Walk through the double doors
separating Lambton Tower from Erie Hall, a male and female standard washroom will be found
on the West wall by the entrance.
Third Floor:
A standard male and female washroom can be found on the third floor by doors separating
Lambton Tower from Erie Hall. The washrooms are located on the west wall.
Water Fountains
Main Floor:
The standard water fountain (no bottle filler) is located by the standard washrooms.
Second Floor:
A standard water fountain is located by the standard washrooms.
Another standard water fountain is located at the end of the hallway that the washrooms are
located at.
Third Floor:
A standard water fountain is located by the standard washrooms.
Another standard water fountain is located at the end of the hallway that the washrooms are
located at.
Parking
Parking can be found at the Parking Garage, with the entrances situated on Sunset Avenue and
California Avenue.
Main Floor:
Rooms 1114-1120
Standard male and female washroom
Standard water fountain
Vending Machines
Public coin/card operated Telephones
Floor Two:
Rooms 2110-2139
Standard male and female washroom
Universal washroom – Lambton Tower

Standard water fountains
Floor Three:
Rooms 3121-3152
Standard male and female washroom
Standard water fountains

